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Particles and InteractionsParticles and InteractionsParticles and Interactions

Particles 
Fermions and bosons
Mesons and baryons 
Energy, mass and momentum

Interactions

Mass versus Range
deBroglie wavelength
Vacuum polarization
Running coupling constants
Unification of forces

SummarySummarySummary
From PDG

To name but a few… see “PDG” (online) for details Unification of ForcesUnification of forcesUnification of forcesUnification of forces
James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) unifies Electrostatics and 
Magnetism into the theory of Electromagnetism (19th 
Century)  
Albert Einstein (1879-1955) tried to develop a UNIFIED 
theory of nature without success from 1916 until 1955
Quantum Theory of Electromagnetism developed by Feynman, 
Dyson, Schwinger, Tomonaga. Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) 
in 1940
Glashow, Salam and Weinberg unify Electromagnetism and 
Weak force into the ElectroWeak theory (1979 Nobel prize)

Unification of strong / electroweak forces at 1016GeV?
Unification of all forces of nature (Electromagnetism, Weak, 
Strong and Gravity) at the Planck scale of 1019GeV??

BUT THEORISTS ARE WORKING ON THIS
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Remember that coupling constants “run”, or 
that they change their strength, with energy.  

100GeV 1016GeV 1019GeV

Strong
Weak
Electromagnetism
Gravity

Electroweak 
Theory Quantum Gravity

For electromagnetism we saw the coupling 
constant increase with energy.

For the weak force the coupling constant 
decreases with energy. E.M. and weak
become  UNIFIED at ~ 100GeV.
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[Allanach, Blair, Kraml, Martyn, Polesello,
Porod,Zerwas, LHC-LC Report, p339]

LHC

LHC+ILC

Requires gauge coupling unification
Low energy SUSY
Nucleon decay

Strong Coupling “constant”, αSStrong Coupling “constant”, Strong Coupling “constant”, ααSS

αS the fundamental, universal QCD parameter
Standard Model predicts “momentum scale”, Q (~√s)
evolution, but not absolute value

Perturbative effects, varying as ~ 1/lnQ
Non-perturbative effects, varying as ~ 1/Q

Test: measure different processes, energies
Intuitive techniques in e+e-

Precision low, O(%) cf. electroweak O(10−5)
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Global αS measurements, various e+e- observablesGlobal Global ααSS measurements, various emeasurements, various e++ee-- observablesobservables

〈1-T〉

〈y3〉〈C〉〈BW〉

〈BT〉〈MH
2/s 〉

[From P.A. Movilla Fernandez et al., Eur.Phys.J.C22(2001)1]
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Strong coupling constantStrong coupling constantStrong coupling constant

αS is strong force coupling constant
Momentum scale-dependent value

Illustrate by measurement at different centre-of-mass
energies in e+e- collisions

Lectures 3-4Lectures 3Lectures 3--44

Symmetries in HEP
Including Higgs Mechanism

Puzzles in HEP
SUSY, GUTs, …


